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Abstra t. Forward haining is a popular strategy for solving lassi al
planning problems and a number of re ent su essful planners exploit it.
To su eed, a forward haining algorithm must arefully sele t its next
a tion. In this paper, we introdu e a forward haining algorithm that
sele ts its next a tion using heuristi s that ombine ba kward regression
and goal ordering te hniques. Ba kward regression helps the algorithm
fo us on a tions that are relevant to the a hievement of the goal. Goal
ordering te hniques strengthens this ltering property, for ing the forward sear h pro ess to onsider a tions that are relevant at the urrent
stage of the sear h pro ess. One of the key features of our planner is
its dynami appli ation of goal ordering te hniques: we apply them on
the main goal as well as on all the derived sub-goals. We ompare the
performan e of our planner with ff { the winner of the AIPS'00 planning ompetition { on a number of well-known and novel domains. We
show that our planner is ompetitive with ff, outperforming it on more
omplex domains in whi h sub-goals are typi ally non-trivial.

List of keywords: forward haining, ba kward regression, goal ordering,
relaxed problem
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Introdu tion

Forward haining is a popular strategy for solving lassi al planning problems.
Early planning systems, su h as GPS [12℄, used forward haining but were qui kly
over ome by regression-based methods su h as partial-order planning [17℄ and,
more re ently, Graphplan [2℄. These methods were viewed as more informed, or
fo used. However, with the aid of appropriate heuristi fun tions, re ent forwardhaining algorithms [3, 6℄ have been able to outperform other planners on many
domains.
To su eed, a forward- haining planner must be informed in its sele tion of
a tions. Ideally, the a tion hosen at the urrent state must bring us loser to
the goal state. To a hieve this goal, re ent forward- haining planners use new,
improved heuristi fun tions in whi h regression te hniques play an important
role. The idea of ba kward regression through forward haining was rst expli itly stated by M Dermott [13℄. It was impli itly used in GPS and ff [6℄ and in its
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more general form in Graphplan and its des endants [2, 9, 11℄ (as a polynomial
stru ture onstru ted in a dire tion opposite to the main sear h dire tion). It
was used also in [1℄ for relevan e omputation.
In this paper we extend regression-based relevan e ltering te hniques with
a dynami goal-ordering heuristi s. This results in a planning algorithm { ro
(Regression + Goal-Ordering) { that has a better han e of hoosing a tions that
are relevant and timely. The ba kward regression heuristi s used in our planner
is somewhat similar to the one used in GPS. That is, we onstru t a sequen e of
subgoals, where the rst subgoal is the main goal and the last subgoal is satis ed
in the urrent state. The di eren e between ro and previous algorithms is in
the way this subgoal sequen e is generated. More spe i ally, given the urrent
subgoal in the onstru ted sequen e, the next subgoal is omputed as follows:
we sele t the proposition that we believe should be a hieved rst in the urrent
subgoal { we use a goal ordering heuristi s to make this sele tion. Then, we
sele t an a tion that has this proposition as an add-e e t. Finally, we add the
pre onditions of this hosen a tion to the beginning of the onstru ted sequen e.
Thus, we have a ombination of a ba kward regression method with a goal
ordering te hnique, where the ordering is omputed dynami ally for all subgoals
of the sequen e of goals generated by the ba kward regression pro ess.
The ombination of ba kward regression with goal ordering is based on the
following intuition: One of the main goals of ba kward sear h in the ontext of
forward haining algorithm is to avoid onsidering irrelevant a tions. [1℄. However, when a relevant a tion is inserted in an inappropriate pla e in the plan,
we either obtain a plan that is longer than ne essary or we must perform expensive ba ktra king. By ordering subgoals, we strengthen the ltering property
of ba kward regression and redu e the need for ba ktra king be ause we for e
the forward haining pro ess to onsider a tions that are relevant at the urrent
stage of the sear h pro ess.
Typi ally, goal ordering is done for the original goal only, and prior to the
initiation of sear h { it is stati in nature. Next, the problem is divided into
smaller subproblems, ea h of whi h an be solved separately [12, 10℄. Dynami
ordering of propositions is often seen in CSP problems. It was used in the ontext
of Graphplan's ba kward sear h, viewed as a CSP problem, in [8℄. This paper
is among the rst to use dynami goal ordering in the planning pro ess, and the
parti ular dynami goal ordering approa h we introdu e here is the main novel
ontribution of this paper.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: Se tion 2 provides a short review of related work. Se tion 3 des ribes the proposed algorithm. In Se tion 4
we provide an empiri al omparison between our planner and the winner of the
AIPS 2000 planning ompetition, ff [6℄. The main on lusion of our experimental analysis is that ro is ompetitive with ff, outperforming it on domains in
whi h the subproblems obtained after ordering the top level goal are non-trivial.
Finally, Se tion 5 on ludes this paper.
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2

Related Work

In this se tion we provide a short review of forward sear h algorithms and goal
ordering methods and their use in planning. This will help provide some of the
ne essary ba kground and will pla e this work in its proper ontext.

2.1 Re ent forward sear h algorithms

hsp The hsp algorithm [3℄ is a forward haining algorithm without ba ktra k.
Ea h step, the a tion leading to the state with minimal approximated distan e to the goal is hosen. This distan e is approximated by solving a relaxed
problem in whi h the delete e e ts of all a tions were removed. Given this relaxed problem, we approximate the distan e from the urrent state ur to a
state s using the sum (or maximum) of the weights of the propositions that
hold in s. The weight of a proposition p is 0 if it belongs to ur. Otherwise,
weight(p) = minall a ts a hieving p 1 + dist(pre ond(a t)), i.e., one more than
the minimal distan e of the set of pre onditions of a tions that a hieve p.
ff ff (Fast Forward) [6℄ is a forward sear h algorithm that sele ts an a tion

at ea h step using an approximated distan e measure. The distan e from the
urrent state to the goal is approximated by the plan length for a hieving the goal
in a relaxed problem indu ed by the urrent problem. ff uses Graphplan to
solve the relaxed problem. Be ause the relaxed problem does not have del-e e ts,
there are no mutually ex lusive pairs of propositions and a tions in the problem.
Therefore, it an be solved in polynomial time. To make the measure nearoptimal, various heuristi s for de reasing the length of the extra ted solution
are applied.
The algorithm applies breadth- rst sear h from the urrent state s until it
nds a state s0 that has a stri tly better value. The ordering te hnique from [10℄,
des ribed below, is applied to make ff more e e tive. ff won the AIPS 2000
planning ompetition.

2.2 Goal ordering methods
There has been mu h work on goal ordering methods and their use in planning.
Most of this work addresses the following four questions
1. How to order two propositions? [7, 10, 8℄
2. How to derive a total order on propositions given an ordering on all pairs of
propositions? [10℄
3. How to use a total order on goal propositions in planning? [12, 10, 8℄
4. How to in orporate propositions that are not in the top-level goal into the
goal order? [14℄
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For our purpose, the rst and the third questions are the most relevant.
An interesting lassi ation of methods determining the order between two
given propositions is introdu ed in [7℄. A ording to it, we may on lude that
p < q if at least one of the following onditions holds.
1. Goal subsumption. To a hieve q we must a hieve p
2. Goal lobbering. When a hieving p we destroy q if it existed in some previous state. An example of goal lobbering is the pair of propositions on(1; 2)
and on(2; 3) in the Blo ksWorld problem. on(2; 3) has to be a hieved before
on(1; 2), be ause on(1; 2) is destroyed in the pro ess of a hieving on(2; 3)
3. Pre ondition violation. A hievement of q makes a hievement of p impossible (dead-end).
Two riteria for ordering propositions based on the prin iple of goal lobbering are given in [10℄. A modi ed version of the rst of them is used is the
proposed algorithm and des ribed in detail in the next se tion.
A widespread method for using a goal ordering in planning is to iteratively
apply the planning algorithm to a hieve in reasing subsets of the goal. For example if we have a goal ordering(p1 ; :::; pn ), then rst we try to a hieve a state s1
in whi h fp1 g holds, starting at the initial state. Next, we try to a hieve fp1 ; p2 g
starting at s1 , et . The last plan a hieves the required goal from s1 ; : : : ; sn 1 .
By on atenating the resulting plans, we get a omplete plan.
3

Algorithm des ription.

We now pro eed to des ribe the ro planning algorithm. In Se tion 3.1 we des ribe the algorithm and its a tion sele tion heuristi . In Se tion 3.2 we provide
more details on some of the subroutines used during a tion sele tion. In Se tion
3.3, we dis uss some optimization implemented in the urrent version of ro.
Finally, in Se tion 3.4., we demonstrate the work of RO on a running example.

3.1 The Proposed Algorithm and its A tion Sele tion Heuristi

ro is a forward haining planner with hronologi al ba ktra king. It re eives a
domain des ription as input and an integer n denoting sear h-depth limit (the
default value of n is 2000).
The rst step of ro is to ompute some data that will be useful during
the sear h pro ess. In parti ular ro onstru ts an approximated set of pairs of
mutually ex lusive propositions. It is known that exa t omputation of all mutual
ex lusive pairs of pre onditions is not less hard than the planning problem [2℄.
Therefore, only approximation algorithms are a eptable in this ase. RO obtains
an approximate set of mutual ex lusive pairs as the omplement of a set of
rea hable pairs whi h is found by a modi ation of Rea hable-2 algorithm [4℄.
Next, a standard depth- rst sear h with hronologi al ba ktra king is performed (Figure 1). (Note, that to obtain the desired plan, we have to run this
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fun tion on the initial state and the empty plan). The heart of this algorithm is
the heuristi sele tion of a tion that will be appended to the urrent plan (line
5). This heuristi s is based on ba kward sear h without ba ktra ks (ba kward
regression). The depth of this regression phase, M axDeep,is a parameter of the
planner (the default value of M axDeep is 50). The ode of this pro edure is
given in Figure 2.
As we an see from the ode in Figure 2, this pro edure builds a sequen e
of subgoals, starting with the main (i.e., original) goal as its rst element. At
ea h iteration, the urrent (last) subgoal in this sequen e is pro essed as follows:
its propositions are ordered (line 2) and the minimal proposition that is not
satis ed in the urrent state (the required proposition) is sele ted (line 3).
Next, an a tion a hieving this proposition is hosen (line 4). If this a tion is
feasible in the urrent state, it is returned. Otherwise, the set of pre onditions
of this a tion is appended to the subgoal sequen e be oming the new urrent
subgoal, and the pro ess is repeated.
We see that ro ombines goal ordering and ba kward regression te hniques:
ea h time a new subgoal is sele ted, its propositions are ordered, and this ordering is used to sele t the next a tion for the regression pro ess. This ombination
is the main novel ontribution of this work.
C omputeP lan(C urState; n; C urP lan)
1. For i = 1 to N um F easible Do //N um F easible is the number of a tions feasible in
the urrent state
2. Begin
3. If Goal  C urState then return C urP lan
4. If n = 0 then return FAIL
5. a t := Ba kwardReg (C urGoal; M axDeep) //this fun tion hooses an a tion whi h
was not hosen before
6. N ewC urState := apply (C urState; a t)
7. N ewC urP lan := append(C urP lan; a t)
8. Answer = C omputeP lan(N ewC urState; n 1; N ewC urP lan)
9. If Answer is not FAIL then return (Answer)
10. End
11. Return FAIL

Fig. 1.

The main algorithm

3.2 Auxiliary pro edures for the proposed forward sear h heuristi s
In this se tion, we des ribe two auxiliary pro edures (lines 2 and 4 of the
fun tion). The rst orders the propositions of a given subgoal.
The se ond nds an a tion a hieving the given proposition and satisfying some
additional onstraints.
Goal ordering is based on a number of riteria. The main riterion is a modi ed version of the Graphplan riterion from [10℄. This riterion is mentioned
Ba kwardReg
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(
)
1. If M axDeep = 0 Choose randomly an a tion feasible in the urrent step that was not
hosen before, and return it
2. Order propositions of C urGoal by order of their a hievement
3. Let C urP rop be the proposition of the C urGoal, whi h is minimal in
Ba kwardReg C urGoal; M axDeep

C urGoal

n

C urState

4. Choose an a tion a t a hieving C urP rop that was not hosen before in the C urState.
5. If it is not possible to hoose su h an a tion, then hoose randomly an a tion feasible
in the urrent step that was not hosen before, and return it
6. If a t is feasible in the urrent state then return a t
7. Let N ewC urGoal be the set of pre onditions of a t
8. Return(Ba kwardReg (N ewC urGoal; M axDeep 1))
Fig. 2.

The Main Heuristi of the Algorithm

in 2.2. It states that for two propositions p and q , p must be a hieved before
if every a tion a hieving p on i ts with q . The modi ed version used here
states that p must be a hieved before q if the per ent of a tions on i ting with
q among a tions a hieving p is more than the per ent of a tions on i ting with
p among a tions a hieving q .
q

Thus, if for two given propositions p and q the \ han e"that q will be destroyed while a hieving p is higher than the \ han e" that p will be destroyed
while a hieving q , it is preferable to a hieve p before q . The original version
of this riterion was derived from analysis of problems su h as Blo ksWorld,
HanoiTower and so on, where it is dire tly appli able. The proposed modi ation of this method extends its appli ability. For example it is appli able for
many Logisti s-like problem.
Intuitively, the a tion sele tion fun tion uses the following rule: Sele t an
a tion that an be the last a tion in a plan a hieving the required proposition
from the urrent state. In parti ular, the a tion sele tion fun tion performs three
steps. First, it omputes the relevant set whi h ontains the required proposition and all propositions that are mutually ex lusive with it. The non-relevant
set is determined as the omplement of the relevant set. Next, it builds a transition graph whose nodes orrespond to the elements of the relevant set. This
graph ontains an edge (a; b) for ea h a tion with a pre ondition a and an adde e t b. Finally, it sele ts an a tion orresponding to the last edge in a path
from a proposition that is true in the urrent state to the required proposition. If there is no su h path, it returns F AI L. If there are few su h paths, it
hooses a path with the minimal number of non-relevant pre onditions of the
orresponding a tions (in order to nd a path as lose as possible to a "real"
plan).
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3.3 Optimizations
The a tual implementation of ro introdu es a number of optimizations to the
above algorithm. We des ribe them next.
The rst feature is a more ompli ated ba ktra k ondition. There are basially two onditions that an trigger ba ktra king: either the plan ex eeds some
xed length or a state has been visited twi e. However, the rst ba ktra k must
be triggered by the rst ondition. The state we ba ktra k to is determined as
follows: If no state appears more than on e (i.e., we ba ktra ked be ause of plan
length), we simply ba ktra k one step. If a state appears twi e in the urrent
state sequen e, we ba ktra k to the state prior to se ond appearan e of the
rst repeated state. For example, suppose our maximal plan length is 6, the
state sequen e is (A; C; B; B; C; D), and we have not ba ktra ked before. In this
sequen e, both B and C appear twi e. However, B is the rst state to o ur
twi e. Therefore, we ba ktra k to before the se ond appearan e of B . Thus, the
new sequen e, after ba ktra king, is (A; C; B ). From this point on, we ba ktra k
whenever the urrent state appears earlier in the sequen e, even if plan length
is smaller than the maximal length.
The se ond optimization is the memoization of the sequen e of subgoals
generated by the main heuristi s. Instead of re omputing the whole subgoal
sequen e in ea h appli ation of the sear h heuristi , we use the subgoal sequen e
that was onstru ted in the previous appli ation (if su h a sequen e exists). The
modi ed algorithm eliminates from the tail of the subgoal sequen e all subgoals
that were a hieved in the past, and ontinues onstru tion from the resulting
sequen e.
This memoization method has two advantages. First, it saves time by avoiding the omputation of the full subgoal sequen e. Se ond, and more importantly,
is that it maintains a onne tion between subsequent appli ations of the sear h
heuristi s. This way, ea h appli ation of the sear h heuristi appli ation builds
on top of the results of the previous appli ation and avoids a idental destru tion of these results. The running example in the next se tion demonstrates the
usefulness of this approa h.

3.4 A Running Example
Consider a well-known instan e of the Blo ksWorld domain alled the Sussman
Anomaly. It is an instan e with three blo ks, its initial state is fon(3; 1); on
table(1); lear (3); on table(2); lear (2)g and the goal is fon(1; 2); on(2; 3)g. Note,
there is only a single rea hable state that satis es the goal riteria. In this state,
the proposition on table(3) holds. However, on table(3) is not stated expli itly
in the goal. This raises a diÆ ulty for algorithms that employ goal ordering beause they are strongly a e ted by intera tions between a tions in the goal. For
example, in our ase, the propositions of the goal have to be ordered as follows
(on(2; 3); on(1; 2)). However, before a hieving on(2; 3), it is ne essary to a hieve
on
table(3).
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Let us run RO on this instan e. We onsider the simplest version of the
Blo ksWorld domain with two a tions only: one for moving a blo k from the
table on top of another blo k, and one for moving a blo k to the table. Below
we show the result of ea h appli ation of the sear h heuristi s.
First appli ation.
The urrent state is the initial state, i.e. fon(3; 1)on table(1); lear(3); on
table(2); lear (2)g, the subgoal sequen e is not onstru ted yet, so it needs to be
onstru ted from s rat h. Its rst subgoal is the main goal whi h is ordered as
(on(2; 3); on(1; 2)). The required proposition of this level is on(2; 3), RO sele ts
a tion put on(2; 3) to a hieve this proposition. This a tion is feasible in the
urrent state and it is returned, so the rst appli ation is nished here. Note,
that the rst appli ation of the sear h heuristi s sele ts a wrong a tion!
Se ond appli ation. The urrent state is fon(2; 3); on(3; 1); on table(1); lear(2)g.
The only subgoals in the subgoal sequen e are (on(2; 3); on(1; 2)). RO hooses
the required proposition to be on(1; 2) and sele ts a tion put on(1; 2) to
a hieve this proposition. As we an see, this a tion is not feasible in the urrent state and so the subgoal sequen e is extended. Now, it ontains both
the main goal and the pre onditions of a tion put on(1; 2), namely, it is
((on(2; 3); on(1; 2))( lear(1); lear(2))). Note, that the ordering of the se ond
subgoal is hosen randomly and it does not matter here. Now, the required proposition is lear(1). The a tion sele tion heuristi hooses a tion take out(3; 1).
This a tion is also not feasible and this fa t leads us to further extend the subgoal
sequen e. The next ordered subgoal in this sequen e will be (on(3; 1); lear(3))
(again, the order of the propositions does not matter here). The new required
proposition will be lear(3). To a hieve this proposition, RO sele ts a tion
take
out(2; 3), whi h is returned, be ause it is feasible in the
urrent state.
Note that in spite of the fa t that after an appli ation of this a tion we arrive
at a state that appeared before, ba ktra king is not performed be ause the rst
ba ktra k o urs only on e we ex eed the maximal plan length { and this did
not o ur, yet.
Third appli ation. The new urrent state is the initial state! However, we
have learned something in the pro ess, and this is re e ted in the sequen e of
subgoals we now have: ((on(2; 3); on(1; 2))( lear(1); lear(2))). (The last subgoal
was eliminated be ause it was fully a hieved). This information was not available
when we started our sear h. In fa t, the new required proposition is lear(1), a
proposition that does not appear in the original goal. Be ause we have hosen
it as the required proposition, we will not repeat past mistakes. The algorithm
sele ts a tion take out(3; 1) to a hieve this proposition. This a tion is feasible
in the urrent state, therefore, it is returned.
During the fourth and the fth appli ation, the algorithm a hieves the main
goal in a straightforward way: it puts blo k 2 on blo k 3 and then blo k 1 on
blo k 2.
The resulting plan is : (put on(2; 3); take out(2; 3); take out(3; 1); put
on(2; 3); put
on(1; 2))
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Obviously, this plan is not optimal. The rst two appli ations were spent
onstru ting a subgoal sequen e whi h then for ed RO to sele t the right a tions.
This feature of RO frequently leads to non-optimal plans. However, we believe
that the resulting non-optimal plan usually ontains a near-optimal plan as a
subsequen e. Therefore, we an run a plan re nement algorithm [1℄ on the output
of RO and obtain a near optimal plan. In some ases, this may be a more e e tive
approa h for obtaining a near optimal plan.
4

Experimental Analysis

To determine the e e tiveness of ro, we performed a number of experiments
omparing its performan e to the ff planner { the winner of the AIPS 2000
planning ompetition. These results are des ribed and analyzed in this se tion.
All experiments were ondu ted on a SUN Ultra4 with 1.1GB RAM. Ea h
result is given in the form A=B where A is the running time for the given
instan e, and B is the length of the returned plan. The input language is a
restri ted version of PDDL without onditional e e ts.
The main on lusion of our experimental analysis is that ro is ompetitive
with ff, outperforming it on domains in whi h the subproblems obtained after
ordering the top level goal are non-trivial.

4.1

Classi al Domains

In this subse tion we onsider well known lassi al domains, su h as the Blo ksWorld,
the Hanoi Tower, and two versions of the Logisti s. The results are presented in
the table below.
Blo ksWorld
Hanoi Tower
size
ro
ff
size
ro
ff
10 0.4/12 0.08/12 6 0.2/63
0.12/63
15 2/18
0.14/17 7 0.3/127
0.3/127
20 7/27
0.4/26 8 0.6/255
1.3/255
25 19.9/36 1.01/35 9 1.3/511
3.61/511
30 46.5/44 2.64/44 10 2.9/1023
23.06/1023
Usual Logisti s
Logisti s With Car Transportation
size
ro
ff
size
ro
ff
10 0.8/105 0.65/95 10 0.7/109
0.47/80
20 8.5/210 10.5/191 20 7.3/239
8.83/165
30 63.4/287 100/312 30 31.2/349
57.29/250
40 127.9/419 248.3/383 40 92.7/479
234.17/335
50 314.3/522 806.3/479 50 226.3/583
813/420
Table 1. Blo ksWorld Running Results

We an see that ro is not ompetitive with ff on the Blo ksWorld. This
stems from the simple nature of the subproblems obtained after goal ordering in
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this domain whi h make the additional omputational e ort of ro redundant in
this ase.
However, for some problems harder than Blo ksWorld, this omputational
e ort is worthwhile. One su h example is the HanoiTower domain. On this domain, ff outperforms ro for small problem sizes (less than 7 dis s). But when
the number of dis s is larger than 7, ro outperforms ff, with the di eren e
in reasing as the domain size in reases.
The last example in this part is the Logisti s domain. We onsider two versions of this problem. The rst one is the lassi domain. The se ond one is a
slight modi ation of the rst, where airplanes an load and unload ars.
An instan e of the Logisti s is mainly hara terized by the initial and nal
distributions of pa kages among ities. If the number of ities is small relative
to the number of pa kages or if the majority of pa kages have the same initial
and nal lo ations, ff outperforms ro. However, when pa kages are distributed
among many ities and their nal lo ations are also di erent, ro outperforms
ff. Table 1 ontains running times for both version on the Logisti s domain. In
all the examples we used, ea h ity ontained exa tly one pa kage and the initial
and nal lo ation of ea h pa kage was di erent. In addition, ea h instan e of the
se ond version ontains a single ar only.

4.2 Modi ed Classi al Domains
In addition to lassi al domains, we onsidered two novel domains whi h ombine
features of existing domains.

Combination of the Logisti s with the Blo ksWorld The rst su h do-

main ombines aspe ts of the Logisti s and Blo ksWorld domains. Suppose we
have n lo ations and m obje ts pla ed in these lo ations. A proposition at(i; k )
means that obje t i is at lo ation k . If obje t i an move from lo ation l to lo ation k , this fa t is expressed as moves(i; k; l). We assume the graph of moves to
be undire ted for ea h obje t, that is, moves(i; k; l) implies moves(i; l; k ). Obje ts an transport ea h other. Propositions transports(i; k ) and in(i; k ) mean
that the obje t i an transport the obje t k and that the obje t i is within the
obje t k respe tively. For this domain, we assume that the transport graph is a
DAG. The transport graph is de ned as follows: the nodes are the obje ts and
an edge (a; b) appears in it i the obje t a an transport the obje t b.
The Blo ksWorld features of this domain are expressed by the fa t that we
an put one obje t on another. The proposition expressing Blo ksWorld-like
relations are lear(i), at(i; k ) and on(i; k ). Note, that at(i; k ) means that the
obje t i is \on the table" at the lo ation k . This type of proposition plays the
role of the onne ting link between these two ombined domains.
The set of a tions in this domain is the union of the a tions in the Logisti s
and the Blo ksWorld domain with a few small modi ations. In parti ular, an
obje t an be loaded into another obje t or moved between lo ations only if it
is " lear" and "on ground"; also we an put one obje t into another only if they
are in the same lo ation and not within another obje t.
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This domain has an interesting property that neither the Logisti s nor the
Blo ksWorld have: Top level goals intera t with intermediate goals. An obje t,
whi h is in intermediate level of a tower at some lo ation, may be required for
transportation of another obje t. To do so, we must remove all the obje ts above
this obje t.
To try planners on this domain, we onstru ted a simple set of examples, in
whi h the planner have to build towers of blo ks in a few di erent lo ation, and
the moving ubes must be in bottom pla es of these towers. ff behaves badly
on this set: it runs more than hour on an example with 11 ubes. However mu h
larger examples of this domain are tra table for ro. For example, it orders 21
ubes in 50 se onds and produ es plan of length 628 steps.

A Modi ed Hanoi Tower A se ond domain we onsider is a modi ation of

the Hanoi Tower domain. In this modi ed version the number of lo ations is
arbitrary. Initially all dis s are in the rst lo ation. The task is to move them to
the last lo ation using a number of rules. These rules are almost the same as the
Hanoi Tower domain rules with two ex eptions: The rst one is that if a dis is
pla ed on the nal lo ation it an't be taken ba k from this lo ation. The se ond
one is that all dis s are enumerated and it is possible to put dis number a on
dis number b i b = a + 1 or b = a + 2. In essen e, this domain is a simpli ed
form of the FreeCell domain.
The diÆ ulty of an instan e in this domain depends on two fa tors: the number of dis s and the number of ells. The latter determines the onstrainedness
of the instan e (the fewer the ells, the more onstrained the instan e is).
For small number of dis s (less than 12) ff outperforms ro independently of
onstrainedness of the pro essed instan e. This is the ase for weakly onstrained
instan es with large number of dis s, as well. However, tightly onstrained instan es of this domain are pra ti ally intra table for ff. The table below presents
running results of ro for instan es whose solution for ff takes more than one
and a half hours. The size of an instan e is given in form A=B , where A is the
number of dis s, B is the number of lo ations ex ept for the nal one.

Table

instan e time/length
17/5
527.3/933
18/6
76/279
20/7
52/160
22/7
62/185
24/8
120/265
25/8
152/287
26/9
155/243
28/9
269/207
30/9
550/303
2. Running times for the Modi ed Hanoi Tower domain
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5

Con lusions

In this paper we presented a forward sear h planning algorithm. An implementation of this algorithm was shown to be ompetitive with ff on domains in whi h
subproblems obtained as a result of goal ordering are themselves non-trivial. Our
algorithm makes a number of novel ontributions:

{ A forward sear h heuristi s ombining ba kward regression and goal ordering
te hniques.

{ A omplex memoization te hnique for reusing subgoal sequen es.
{ A novel ombination of the Logisti s and the Blo ksWorld domain.
{ A better understanding of the weaknesses and strengths of ff.
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